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Abstract—Cloud Computing infrastructures are being increasingly used for running business process activities due to its high
performance level and low operating cost. The enterprise QoS
requirements are diverse and different resources are offered
by Cloud providers in various QoS-based pricing strategies.
Furthermore, business process activities are constrained by hard
timing constraints and if they are not executed correctly the
enterprise will pay penalties costs. Therefore, finding the optimal
Cloud resources allocation for a business process becomes a
highly challenging problem. While optimizing the Cloud resource
allocation cost, it is important to respect activities QoS requirements and temporal constraints and Cloud pricing strategies
constraints. The aim of the present paper is to offer a method
that assists users finding the optimal pricing strategy for Cloud
resource used by business process activities. Basically, we use a
binary/(0-1) linear program with an objective function under a set
of constraints. In order to show its feasibility, our approach has
been implemented and the results of our experiments highlight
the effectiveness of our proposed solution.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Cloud Computing has recently emerged as a new computing
paradigm in many application areas comprising office and
enterprise systems [1]. It offers a scalable and on-demand
access to various types of VM with different amount of
CPU cores, memory and disk at different prices. That is why
Cloud Computing is being an attractive infrastructure used by
enterprise to deploy their business processes.
With the purpose of increasing their profits and attracting more clients, Cloud providers propose different pricing
strategies. For instance, Amazon offers three pricing models:
on-demand, reserved and spot instance which are charged
variously. The cost of each pricing model depends on some
parameters such as time, region, etc. In addition, business
process activities are constrained by hard timing constraints.
While there exist works on resource allocation and management in the BPM context [2], [3], [4], only few authors
have paid attention to process scheduling in Cloud [5], [6].
In addition, one key perspective when dealing with Business
Process Management (BPM) is time [7]. However, to the best
of our knowledge, optimizing business process cost enriched

with temporal constraints and activities’ penalty costs while
combining various pricing strategies is not yet handled.
The diversity of the pricing models offered by Cloud
providers and the business process activities requirements
(temporal, QoS, penalty cost) make the optimization issue
more complex. For that, in this work, we propose a new
approach for discovering an optimal pricing strategy for timeaware Cloud resource allocation that has the lowest price.
Concretely, we propose to find from a set of pricing models,
the strategies that guarantee to the enterprise to have the less
expenditure without violating temporal constraints of both:
activities and Cloud provider pricing models.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II we present definitions related to business process
using different Cloud resource pricing strategies. Section III
motivates the problem with a real use case from France
Telecom Orange labs. Afterwards, in section IV we describe
our approach for an optimal pricing strategy for resource
allocation in business process. In Section V, the experimental
evaluation results are analysed. A review of the related work is
given in section VI. Finally, our conclusions and future work
are presented.
II. BASIC C ONCEPTS
In this section, we present the main concepts and definitions
related to Cloud resource pricing strategies, the process models
and the Cloud resource allocation.
A. Cloud resource pricing strategies
In Cloud Computing, there are various pricing models
under which instances can be acquired. Each Cloud provider
proposes on-demand instances that can be purchased at a
fixed cost per hour. This instance type is offered by all the
Cloud providers (Amazon, Microsoft Azure, Google, etc).
Furthermore, other pricing models are proposed in cheaper
costs and are based on temporal perspective. For instance,
Google proposes per-minute billing strategy. Otherwise, Microsoft virtual machines are billed in pre-paid subscriptions.
Whereas, two pricing models offered by Amazon specify the
instances costs based on temporal factor:

•

•

reserved instance is a reservation of resources and capacity for 1 year up to 3 years. With reserved instances, a
significant discount up to 30% compared to on-demand
instances can be offered to a consumer.
spot strategy offers to consumer the opportunity to bid for
spare unused Amazon EC2 instances. Using this strategy
type instead of on-demand type claims to consumer
to save up to 90% in resources costs. The spot price
fluctuates based on the supply and demand of available
EC2 capacity[8]. To get the spot instance, clients specify
the maximum price that they are willing to pay per
instance hour based on the spot price history available
via the Amazon EC2 API and the AWS Management
Console [3]. If the spot price overcomes the bid price
the spot instances will be interrupted. Therefore, Amazon proposes spot instances with predefined duration in
hourly increments up to six hours in length.

We define R the set of Cloud resources where R = {Ri , 1 ≤
i ≤ n}. Each resource Ri that has a memory of RAMi and
a CPU of CP Ui can be taken from a provider P rj where
j ∈ {1, · · · , p}. Each provider P rj proposes a set of different
pricing models (Stj = {Stjk , 1 ≤ k ≤ s}) for each resource
Ri .
The formal definition of a Cloud pricing model is given in
Definition 1.
Definition 1: (Cloud pricing model) A Cloud pricing model
Stjk is defined as a triplet Stjk =(Tjk ,T Cjk ,cjk ) where:
•
•
•

Tjk is the Stjk strategy type of the provider P rj
T Cjk defines the temporal constraints imposed by the
strategy Stjk of the provider P rj
cjk is the unit hour cost proposed by strategy Stjk of the
provider P rj

The temporal constraint T Cjk is defined by the pricing model
and presents the time span allowed for using a Cloud instance
with a defined cost cjk . It can be:
•

•

relative temporal constraint: duration constraint is expressed in terms of time interval [MinAvR, MaxAvR]
where 0 ≤ M inAvR ≤ M axAvR ≤ ∞
absolute temporal constraint: specifies the start and finish
time of the instance temporal availability:
– Start Using No Earlier Than (SUNET), Finish Using
No Earlier Than (FUNET)
– Start Using No Later Than (SUNLT), Finish Using
No Later Than (FUNLT)

For more details, we refer interested reader to [3].
In table I and table II, we present a set of Cloud
resources R={R1 =m4.xlarge, R2 =r3.large, R3 =m3.2xlarge,
R4 =F2, R5 =F4} offered by P r1 =Amazon and P r2 =Microsoft.
Each resource Ri has a RAMi , CP Ui and a different cost
defined by the Cloud provider in various pricing models.
For instance, R1 =m4.xlarge proposed by P r1 =Amazon has a
memory of RAM1 =4 GB and a CPU of CP U1 =32 GB. This
instance is offered by P r1 in different pricing models St1k
(where k ∈ {1, · · · , 4}) such as St13 =(spot, [1h,6h], 0.142$).

In our work, we assume that the size of the transferred data
between instances is small. Therefore, the data transfer time is
about some seconds which is negligible compared to activities
duration expressed in hours. Furthermore, we consider that the
instance operating system is Linux and the availability zone
of the instances is us-east-1a.
B. Business process model
A business process model defines the relationship between
a set of activities that are needed to achieve a business goal of
an organization. More formally, a process model is represented
as a directed graph where nodes are tasks, gateways or events
and edges are control dependencies [3].
Definition 2: (Business Process Model) A business process
model is a tuple (A,E,F,R,D,F,C) where:
• A is the set of activities where A = {aq , q ∈ {1, · · · , r}};
• F : A −→ T assigns temporal constraints to activities;
• R is the set of used Cloud resources;
• E ⊆ A × A is the set of edges;
• D ⊆ A × R is the set of relations between activities and
resources;
• C : R −→ Ci is a function used to compute the process
cost
As described in Definition 2, business process activities are
constrained by hard timing constraints T and need a set of
Cloud resources R to be executed. The function C is utilized
to compute the process cost (the Cloud resources cost based
on the pricing models presented in section II-A and the penalty
cost added if an activity is interrupted).
Activities temporal constraints: They can be relative
and/or absolute [9]:
• relative such as duration which restricts the time span
allowed for executing an activity and it is expressed
in terms of a time interval [M inD, M axD] with 1 ≤
M inD ≤ M axD
• absolute specifies the start and finish times of process
activities such as MSAT (Must Start At), SNET (Start
No Earlier Than), FNET(Finish No Earlier Than), etc.
For instance, in Table III the activities a1 , a5 and a9 in the
service supervision process presented in Fig. 1 have a temporal
duration equal to [1h,2h]. For more details, we refer interested
readers to [3].
For the process model, at the moment of resource allocation,
the selection of the resource, the provider and the Cloud
pricing models for each VM is done to run the process
activities without violating temporal and QoS constraints. Let
P be a process model, and R = {Ri , 1 ≤ i ≤ n} is the set
of Cloud resources in different pricing models. Each aq in
P needs a minimal RAM of RAMq and a minimal CPU of
CP Uq to be executed. Furthermore, each Cloud resource Ri
has a memory of RAMi and a CPU of CP Ui . P r is the set
of Cloud providers P rj ( where j ∈ {1, · · · , p}) that have a
set of pricing models {Stjk , k ∈ {1 · · · s}}.
The resource allocation for the process activities is formally
given in Definition 3.

TABLE I: Virtual Machine Instance Properties by Amazon EC2
VM

RAM

CPU

On-demand

m4.xlarge

4 GB

32 GHz

0.215$/h

r3.large

2 GB

m3.2xlarge

8 GB

16 GHz

30 GHz

0.166$/h

0.532$/h

Reserved
(no upfront)
0.147$/h

0.105$/h

0.380$/h

Spot predefined duration

Spot non-predefined duration

0.129$/h [0h,1h]

0.0491$/h [06pm,01am(+1) ]

0.142$/h [1h,6h]

0.0386$/h [01am,06pm]

0.096$/h [0h,1h]

0.0225$/h [03am,10pm]

0.102$/h [1h,6h]

0.0381$/h [10pm,03am(+1) ]

0.293$/h [0h,1h]

0.0787$/h [10am,9pm]

0.372$/h [1h,6h]

0.0863$/h [09pm,10am(+1) ]

Fig. 1: A service supervision process

TABLE II: Virtual Machine Instance Properties by Microsoft
Instances

RAM

CPU

On-demand

F2

4 GB

32 GHz

0.128$/h

F4

8 GB

64 GHz

0.256$/h

Definition 3: (Resource allocation AL): The allocation of
Cloud resources R for the activities A in the process model P
is a function AL: A −→ R that assigns for each activity aq ∈
A an Ri that have RAMi and CP Ui from the provider P rj
and the strategy Stjk where RAMq ≤ RAMi and CP Uq ≤
CP Ui (where i ∈ {1, · · · , n} and q ∈ {1, · · · , r}).
In table IV, we present the possible resource allocations
for each activity while taking into consideration the resources
properties and the activities QoS requirements (RAM, CPU).
For instance, the activity a1 needs a minimal memory of
RAM1 =4 GB and a CPU of CP U1 =32 GB can be assigned
to R1 =m4.xlarge offered by P r1 =Amazon. The strategy type
of R1 can be St13 =(spot, [1h,6h], 0.142$).
III. M OTIVATING E XAMPLE
Our research is motivated by a real business process (Fig.
1) of the Telco operator Orange, one of our industry partners.
We use BPMN to design the process as it is one of the most
popular business process modeling language [10], [11], [12].
In Table III, we present the activity temporal duration [3]. For
instance, the execution of activities a1 , a5 and a9 takes from 1
hour to 2 hours. Furthermore, activities need virtual machines

to be executed as shown in Table III. For instance, activities
a1 and a2 require a virtual machine with a minimal memory
of 4 GB and a minimal CPU of 32 GB. Therefore, in table
IV are presented the possible resource allocations. Besides,
some activities in the process are critical and if they will not
be executed correctly a penalty cost should be paid by the
enterprise. For example, in Table III, a4 has a penalty cost
equal to 0.2$ defined by the Cloud provider.
As mentioned in section II, different instance types are
offered by Cloud providers. Tables I and II show the Cloud instances properties and their associated costs in various pricing
strategies. In fact, Table I (respectively Table II) presents Amazon EC2 (respectively Microsoft Azure) instances. For example, R1 =m4.xlarge has a memory of RAM1 =4 GB and a CPU
of CP U1 =32 GHz and its unit hourly cost is {0.215$, 0.147$,
0.142$, 0.0386$} in {on-demand, reserved, spot predefined
duration, spot non-predefined duration} strategy. In addition,
as it is presented in Table IV various allocations are possible
to run activities. For example, a1 , a2 , a4 , a7 , a8 and a9 can
use R1 =m4.xlarge from Amazon or R4 =F2 from Microsoft.
Otherwise, a5 may be performing in R3 =m3.2xlarge from
Amazon or R5 =F4 from Microsoft. Whereas, only R5 =F4
from Microsoft can be allocated for a3 .
Cloud resources are offered in different pricing strategies.
That is why each activity can use a Cloud instance in a
pricing strategy proposed by the Cloud provider. In Table V
we present two possible choices taken from a set of possible
resource allocation. For example, in the first choice a1 uses R1
from P r1 =Amazon as a St14 =spot non-predefined duration

TABLE III: Process activities requirements
Activities

a1

a2

a3

a4

a5

a6

a7

a8

a9

Durations

[1h,2h]

[2h,3h]

[1h,1h]

[1h,4h]

[1h,2h]

[2h,3h]

[1h,1h]

[1h,1h]

[1h,2h]

Penalties

0.7$

0$

0$

0.2$

0$

0$

0$

0$

0$

RAM

4 GB

4 GB

8 GB

2 GB

8 GB

8 GB

2 GB

4 GB

4 GB

CPU

32 GHz

32 GHz

64 GHz

16 GHz

30 GHz

30 GHz

16 GHz

32 GHz

16 GHz

TABLE IV: Resource allocation
Cloud
Providers
Amazon

Instances

Activities

m4.xlarge

Amazon

r3.large

Amazon

m3.2xlarge a4 & a5 & a6 & a7 & a9

Microsoft

F2

Microsoft

F4

TABLE V: Two Possible Choices
Activities

First Choice

Second Choice

a1 & a2 & a4 & a7 & a8 & a9

a1

R1 from P r1 from St14

R1 from P r1 from St11

a4 & a7

a2

R1 from P r1 from St13

R1 from P r1 from St13

a3

R5 from P r2 from St21

R5 from P r2 from St21

a1 & a2 & a4 & a7 & a8 & a9

a4

R2 from P r1 from St14

R2 from P r1 from St14

a1 & a2 & a3 & a4 & a5 & a6
& a7 & a8 & a9

a5

R3 from P r1 from St14

R3 from P r1 from St14

a6

R3 from P r1 from St13

R3 from P r1 from St13

a7

R2 from P r1 from St13

R2 from P r1 from St13

a8

R4 from P r2 from St21

R4 from P r2 from St21

a9

R3 from P r1 from St11

R3 from P r1 from St11

Process cost

C=4.4218$

C=4.0746$

strategy and a8 uses R4 from P r2 =Microsoft as St21 =ondemand strategy. The only difference between the two choices
presented in the Table V is the strategy of the instance R1
performing a1 . We compute the process cost for each choice
based on the equation 1. Indeed, the cost is (i) the sum of the
unit hourly cost cijk of Ri from P rj in strategy Stjk by the
activity duration dq (we assume that dq = M axAq ) and (ii)
the sum of activities penalties costs.

C=

|A| |R| p
s
X
XXX
q=1 i=1 j=1 k=1

dq cijk +

|A|
X

pq

(1)

q=1

We notice that, in spit of the use of the cheapest strategy for
R1 , the process cost of the second choice is lower. This is due
to the add of activity a1 penalty cost since there is a risk of
interruption for R1 while it is considered as a spot instance
with non-predefined duration. So, it will be primordial to find
the optimal pricing strategy for each Cloud resource while
in some cases using a more expensive strategy is better than
using a cheaper one with an interruption risk especially for
critical activities. Indeed, in order to find the optimal cost of
the process using various Cloud providers pricing strategies,
one needs to find the Cloud resources that do not violate QoS
constraints and to find the best strategy that does not violate
activities temporal constraints and to take into account the
penalty cost. In other words, one has to find the allocation that
has the optimal cost. Optimality is expressed in terms of two
criteria: (i) minimizing the use of expensive Cloud instances
while guaranteeing the activities requirements (ii) minimizing
the penalty cost of critical activities. Therefore, in next section
we aim at presenting our method to solve this issue.

IV. T HE L INEAR P ROGRAM
This section presents our proposed binary linear program to
find the optimal Cloud resource allocation cost of a process
model P . First, the necessary inputs, decision variables are
introduced then, the linear program is presented (constraints
and objective function). The inputs are:
•

•
•

the set of activities A in P , the set of the activities’
QoS, QoSA = {QoSaq : aq ∈ A}, the set of activities
temporal constraints T CA ={T Caq : aq ∈ A};
the set of Cloud resources R = {Ri , ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n}}
required by activities A.
the set of Cloud providers P r = {P rj , ∀j ∈ {1, · · · , p}}
and the set of Cloud pricing models Stjk =(Tjk ,T Cjk ,cjk )
where k ∈ {1, · · · , s} of each provider P rj .

In the following, we present the decision variables of our
mathematical model:

if Ri ∈ R is from P rj in strategy k and
 1
is assigned to activity aq ,
Xijkq =

0
otherwise

Vq =


1







0

if aq ∈ A uses a spot instance with non
predefined duration and its penalty is
not null
otherwise

The objective function of the model: (i) selects the suitable
Cloud resource for each activity (ii) selects Cloud providers
and Cloud pricing models for each Cloud resource. So, the
objective function seeks to select the resources that respect
the constraints and achieves a minimum total Cloud resources
cost.
M inC =

|A| |R| p
s
X
XXX
q=1 i=1 j=1 k=1

dq cijk Xijkq +

|A|
X

pq Vq

(2)

M axAvRi Xijkq ≥ M axDq Vq ,

i=1 j=1 k=1

∀q ∈ {1, · · · , r}
|R| p
s
X
XX

1) Resource constraints: The resource constraints ensure
that the resources’ capacities in processing and memory
satisfy the activity requirements.

SU N ET (Ri )Xijkq ≤ Sq Vq ,
∀q ∈ {1, · · · , r}

|R| p
s
X
XX

F U N ET (Ri )Xijkq ≥ Fq Vq ,
∀q ∈ {1, · · · , r}

|R| p
s
X
XX

Xijkq strk = Vq : ∀aq ∈ A, pq > 0

i=1 j=1 k=1

and strk = 1 (10)
5) Placement constraint: This constraint 11 ensures that
each task uses an only one instance type, Cloud provider
and pricing strategy.
|R| p
s
X
XX

Xijkq = 1 : ∀aq ∈ A

(11)

i=1 j=1 k=1

(3)

6) Assignment constraint: Each instance type, Cloud
provider and strategy pricing is used by an only one
activity.
min(CP Ui )Xijkq ≥ CP Uq Vq ,

|R|
X

i=1 j=1 k=1

∀q ∈ {1, · · · , r}

(4)

2) Activities temporal constraints: In order to ensure the
respect of activities temporal requirements, constraint 5
guarantees that each activity starts (Sq ) each execution
after the maximal end time (Fr ) of all its predecessors
executions.
max(Fr ) ≤ Sq : ∀aq ∈ A and r < q

(5)

3) Pricing strategy constraints: The following constraints
identify the time span allowed to use a resource Ri
([M inAvRi , M axAvRi ]) and also guaranty that Ri is
available from the start until the end time of the activity
requiring it.
|R| p
s
X
XX

(9)

4) Interruption constraint: This constraint is used to ensure
the addition of the penalty cost when the instance used
has an interruption risk.

i=1 j=1 k=1

|R| p
s
X
XX

(8)

i=1 j=1 k=1

min(RAMi )Xijkq ≥ RAMq Vq ,
∀q ∈ {1, · · · , r}

(7)

i=1 j=1 k=1

q=1

The total execution cost includes the sum of resources activities allocation costs in order to execute the process and the
sum of penalties costs added when a spot instance with nonpredefined duration is used for critical activities. The allocation
cost is given by the multiplication of the execution time of
the activity dq by the Ri utilization cost. The cost of Ri
is the hourly unit strategy cost cijk proposed by a provider
P rj . The second cost is given by the addition of each activity
penalty cost in case of using a spot instance having a risk of
interruption. This penalty cost is defined by the enterprise.
The objective function is subject to the following sets of linear
constraints:

|R| p
s
XX
X

|R| p
s
X
XX

M inAvRi Xijkq ≥ M inDq Vq ,

i=1 j=1 k=1

∀q ∈ {1, · · · , r}

(6)

Xijkq = 1 : ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, ∀j ∈ {1, · · · , p},

q=1

∀k ∈ {1, · · · , s}

(12)

7) Binary constraints: We are dealing with a linear program, therefore, we add equations (13-14) to impose
that the decision variables should be either 0 or 1 (binary
variables).
Vq

∈

{0, 1},

Xijkq ∈ {0, 1},

q

∈

{1, · · · , r}

(13)

∀q ∈ {1, · · · , r}, i ∈ {1, · · · , n},
j ∈ {1, · · · , p}, k ∈ {1, · · · , s}

(14)

In Fig. 1, a1 requires a minimal RAM1 =4 GB and a minimal
CP U1 =32 GB then its assigned resource should be the one
having the minimal RAMi and minimal CP Ui and satisfying
the activity requirements (Equations (3) and (4)). In addition,
a2 and a3 are the successors of a1 then they might start after
the finish of a1 (equation (5), i.e, F1 ≤ S2 and F1 ≤ S3).
Furthermore, while a1 has a temporal duration (M inD1 =1

hour and M axD1 =2 hours), then Ri offered by the provider
P rj in strategy Stjk should satisfy the temporal constraints of
the pricing strategy. For instance, if Ri =m4.xlarge proposed by
P r1 =Amazon and is from the strategy St13 =spot with predefined duration, therefore, M inD1 =1 hour ≥ M inAvR1 =1
hour and M axD1 =2 hours ≤ M axAvR1 =6 hours and
X1131 =1 (Equations (6) and (7)).
However, if the resource R1 is taken from P r1 =Amazon
and is from the strategy St14 =spot with non predefined
duration, therefore, SU N ET (R1 ) <= S1 =08am and
F U N ET (R1 ) ≥ F1 =10am (Equations (8) and (9)). Some
activities in the example presented in Fig. 1 have penalties
costs that should be added if they did not finish their execution.
For instance, a1 has a penalty cost, therefore, if a1 uses a spot
instance with non predefined duration its penalty cost should
be considered when computing the optimal cost (Equation
(10)). Besides, a1 can use only one Cloud instance R1 from
P r1 =Amazon from St13 =spot strategy and this R1 performs
only a1 then X1131 =1 (Equations (11), (12)).

TABLE VI: Data Input Ranges
Information

Type

Range

Providers’ number

integer

[1, · · · , 2]

Amazon strategies’ number

integer

[1, · · · , 4]

Microsoft strategies’ number

integer

[1, · · · , 1]

CPU number

integer

[16, · · · , 64]

RAM amount

double

[2, · · · , 8]

Compute price

double

[0.01$, · · · , 0.532$]

Requirement in CPU

integer

[8, · · · , 64]

Requirement in RAM

double

[2, · · · , 8]

Activities’ number

integer

[2, · · · , 90]

Activities’ durations

integer

[1, · · · , 5]

Penalty cost

double

[0$, · · · , 1$]

V. E VALUATION
In this section, we investigate through numerical experiments the behavior of our proposed approach. First, in section
V-A, we evaluate the efficiency (i.e., converging quickly to
optimal solution) and the performance (i.e., a reasonable
computation time) of our solution. Second, in section V-B,
we evaluate the scalability of our approach.
For the analysis, we implemented the proposed optimization
problem using IBM-ILOG Cplex Optimization Studio V12.6.3
on a laptop with a 64-bit Intel Core 2.3 GHz CPU, 6 Go
RAM and Windows 7 as OS. For the first experiment, the
data inputs are the service supervision process and the set
of Cloud resources presented in section III. As presented
in Table III, the process activities have temporal and QoS
requirements and two tasks have penalty costs. The Cloud
providers considered are Amazon and Microsoft. Whereas, for
the second experiment, the data inputs are defined randomly
from the ranges presented in Table VI. For instance, the
number of providers should be in (1,2).
A. Experiments 1: Variability-based Evaluation
An existing classical approach can be adapted for our
problem. In fact, one can follow the following steps: (i)
searching a collection of possible allocations respecting the
linear program constraints (ii)computing the cost of each one
and (iii) selecting the allocation having the optimal cost.
That is why, we propose for 10 users divided in 8 groups
G = {Gi , i ∈ 1, · · · , 8} to select randomly 4 possible
allocations from a collection of 10. The number of user of
each Gi is equal to i + 2 where i ∈ {1, · · · , 8}. The groups
submit their response one by one.
As shown in Table VII, we notice the variation of the
average process cost. Three minimal values presented the
minimal value for each group. The lowest minimal cost is
only got for the seventh group. This value is the result of
our implemented linear program. Therefore, this naive solution

TABLE VII: Experiments 1 Results
Group

Minimal

Average

G1

3.9199$

2.903$

G2

3.7976$

2.5719

G3

3.9619$

2.93027$

G4

3.9256$

2.5719$

G5

3.8664$

2.5719$

G6

3.739$

2.5719$

G7

3.8211$

2.4309$

G8

3.91425$

2.5719$

gives the optimal cost for our problem but it is labour intensive
and time consuming. In fact, to get the optimal resource
allocation many users and selections are needed. Furthermore,
if the number of activities is big it will be so hard to get
manually the optimal solution. Using our approach we can
rapidly define for each resource the best strategy to use in
order to optimize the allocation cost.
B. Experiments 2: Scalability
In the second experiment, we change the number of process
activities, the maximum number of instances proposed by
each Cloud provider in various pricing strategies. First, we
consider that some activities have penalty costs. The results are
shown in Table VIII. So, compared to a naive approach, our
approach discover rapidly (the processing time tcp = 7.546s)
the solution for our optimization problem. Second, we consider
that the activities penalty costs are null. We remark that the

TABLE VIII: Experiments 2 Results
Nb Activities

Nb Providers

Nb Strategies

Nb VM Types

2

1

4

2

3

2

4

2

5

2

5

14

14

3

5

5

9

2

14

5

30

2

56

19

60

2

90

2

112

169

38

50

objective function and the response time are lower than the
one considering penalty cost. To compare the execution time
and the process cost between considering that activities have
penalties costs and have not, we compute the percentage
based on the equation 15. In fact, the enterprise can save
up to 16.29% in process cost when activities penalty costs
are null. Furthermore, the solution is discovered more quickly
(21.81%).
percentage = 100% −

ob
tcp
and percentage = 100% −
obp
tcpp

VI. R ELATED W ORK
There exist previous research work on the optimal Cloud
resource allocation. Wang et al [13] developed two distributed
algorithms in order to optimize the data-center net profit
with deadline-dependent scheduling by jointly maximizing
revenues and minimizing electricity costs. In [14], [15], [16]
authors propose approaches to optimize cloud resources cost
and the processing time by considering different pricing
schemes such as on-demand and reserved models. Those
works do not deal with business process models that use Cloud
resources. Rather our approach optimizes process cost while
considering different Cloud pricing models.
A cost-efficient deployment approach for elastic business
process management systems is proposed by [17]. In fact,
a mixed integer linear programming technique is applied to
deal with an optimization problem while considering the data
transfer communication requirements. Goettelmann et al. in
[18] propose three algorithms in order to optimize the business

Proposed
pq > 0
ob=0.39$

LP

Proposed
pq = 0
obp =0.3718$

LP

Percentage
4.66%

tcp =1.6s

tcpp =1.54s

4%

ob=0.659$

obp =0.3718$

4.73%

tcp =1.786s

tcpp =1.693s

5%

ob=0.918$

obp =0.8178$

11%

tcp =1.95s

tcpp =1.820s

6.66%

ob=1.0752$

obp =0.9552$

11.16%

tcp =2.216s

tcpp =2.03s

8.39%

ob=2.4309$

obp =2.1309$

13.45%

tcp =2.701s

tcpp =2.31s

14%

ob=9.02$

obp =7.678$

14.87%

tcp =3.7s

tcpp =3.05s

18%

ob=18.04$

obp =15.14$

16.07%

tcp =5.15s

tcpp =4.2s

18.44%

ob=26.343$
tcp =7.546s

obp =22.05$
tcpp =5.9s

16.29%
21.81%

process deployment into various public clouds while taking
into account the data transfer time and cost.
The optimal process execution cost has been addressed for
single process models such in [19] where authors propose a
method to predict the execution path of a business process,
estimate and optimize the cost of the used Cloud resources
based on pricing strategies. In [20], a provisioning approach
of Cloud resources for dynamic workflows is proposed. The
authors propose an algorithm to allocate Cloud resources for a
dynamic workflow which takes into account some constraints.
Then, they extend their work in order to support the dynamic
changes of workflow. However, those works do not consider
that the enterprise uses Cloud resources from different Cloud
providers in various pricing models.
The issue of selecting the vendor or the pricing model is addressed in various contexts. For instance, in [21], [22]authors
proposed linear programming models in order to decide who
is the best vendor that should be selected to satisfy a set of
requirements.
In [23], [24] authors propose a mixed integer programming
model to allocate human resources while considering employee availability as a major constraint of employee scheduling. While our purpose in this paper is to discover which is
the best pricing strategy for each Cloud resource to satisfy
business process activities and to minimize Cloud resource
allocation and activities penalty costs.
When selecting the pricing model for each VM, the process
designer should verify the matching between activities temporal constraints and Cloud instances temporal availabilities.
This step was the subject of our recent work [3]. Nevertheless,
we have not consider that activities can have penalty cost. The

latter can be added especially when the task uses the cheapest
instance, spot instance with non-predefined duration, that can
be interrupted. In other words, sometimes choosing a more expensive pricing model for Cloud instances is better than using
a cheaper one with a risk of interruption. Consequently, if we
just verify that the resource allocation is temporally consistent
when using cheapest instances this does not guarantee that the
process has an optimal cost. That is why, optimizing process
cost enriched with temporal constraints and using different
pricing strategies is required by the process designer.
Different authors focus on the area of configurable process
models. Some authors define methods to derive the best process variants from a configurable process model. For instance,
in [25] variants are derived based on domain constraints and
business rules. Rekik et al [26] define an approach for optimal
configurable process deployment into a Cloud federation.
However, they do not handle the issue of optimal allocation
while considering pricing strategies.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an approach that helps an
enterprise optimizing its business process cost deployment
into the Cloud. We mapped the problem to discover the best
pricing model for each Cloud resource required to execute
business process activities. This problem is solved through a
binary linear program with an objective function under a set
of constraints. The latter satisfy the activities (temporal, QoS)
requirements, the Cloud resources constraints and the pricing
strategies constraints. The experimental results show that our
approach seems to perform very well both in terms of cost
minimization, performance, efficiency and scalability.
As future work, we aim at extending our approach with the
notion of configurable business process. Furthermore, we plan
to propose an approach to optimize the business process cost at
run time. Finally, we intend to propose a scheduling approach
to match the business process activities temporal requirements
with Cloud pricing strategies temporal constraints in order to
optimize the resources costs.
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